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Editor's Note
What an exciting time at Fontbonne! The entire Fontbonne
community is experiencing a rejuvenation of pride in this fine school.
Look inside the Magazine and feel the joy that has been
promoted with the dedication and completion of the new Dunham
Student Activity Center. From student to staff and faculty to alumni
and friends , all are grateful to Dr. Meneve Dunham, president, for
everything she has accomplished at Fontbonne. It is in her honor this
building is named.
Also inside this edition is an article about Fontbonne's new adult
learning program, OPTIONS. Keeping up with the times, Fontbonne
is fulfilling the needs of today's older student with this innovative
program. After reading the article, you may want to enroll yourself.
If you haven't experienced it lately, step onto the Fontbonne campus.
It is alive and well and looking forward to its bright future.---sk

Founded in 1923 by the S isters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, Fontbonne C ollege offers undergraduate and graduate programs
with strong li beral arts contribut ions to career learning. Fontbonne is a four-year, coeducational institution with more than 94 percent of its
graduates findin g employment or continuing their edu cation within six months of graduation.
Fontbonne College Magazine is published by Fontbonne Co llege , Department for Institutional Advancement, Public Relat ions O ffi ce,

6800 W ydown Bouleva rd , St. Louis, MO 63105, (3 14) 889-1402 . Third class postage pa id , C layton, Missouri.
The Magazi ne is sent to alumni and fri ends of Fontbonne College. Copyright 1993 .
Fontbonne College President, Dr. Meneve Dunham
V ice Pres ident for Institutional Adva nce ment, Alan E. Adams
Director of College Relations, Stephanie Stueber, CSJ
Director of A lumni and A nnual Support, Susan LaBombard
Director of Pu blic Relations and Publica tions, Susan R. King
Fontbonn e College Magazine Staff: Editor/S usan R. Kin g
Writers/Lisa M.Tebbe, Public Re lations Spec ialist and Susan R. King
Photographers/Lisa M. T eb be and Susan R. King
Design and Layout/S usan R. King
Foncbonne College does not discrim inate on the basis of race , color, l·eligion , age, sex, national or eth nic origin , or handica/) in the
administra tion of its educational policies , admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs,
and ath letic and oth er school administered programs.
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OPENERS
New Building Named After President Meneve Dunham

Dun

I

-

n honor of Meneve Dunham,
Ph.D., president of Fontbonne
College, the new buildi ng on
campus has been named The
Dunham Student Activity Center.
The board of trustees bestowed this
recognition on Dunham because it
is through her ded ication and
vision, the Fontbonne community
has seen the fu lfillment of a dream.
Dunham came to Fontbonne in
1985 with hopes of rev italizing a
small, Catholic liberal arts college.
And she has most certainly made

an impact since coming to
Fontbonne. She successfully
headed Fontbonne's first capital
campaign which reached its goal six
months ahead of sched ule. Now
she embarks on another campaign -THE C AMPAIGN FOR
FONTBONNE - Building From
Strength -- wh ich has surpassed more
than half its goal.
Not only has she revitalized the
physical fac ilities of the campus
but also the diversity, community
spirit and enthusiasm. There has
been an enormous growth in

enrollment during her leadership.
Thanks to her direction the College
ce lebrates its bright future.

"This is great. Look at the wide mix
of people here," sa id one spectator.
"It will definite ly draw the College
together."
The opening of the Dunham
Student Activity Center has been
anx iously awa ited by the entire
Fontbonne community. A short
ceremony preceding the game
honored Meneve Dunham, president of Fontbonne, for whom the
building was named. It was through
Dunham's efforts and insight that
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the dream of a new student center
has been realized.

Meneve Dunham , president,
receives roses from Lee McKinney,
athletic director, before the game.
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Dr. Meneve Dunham, president

First Griffin Basketball Game Played in Dunham Student
Activity Center
N
early 600 fans ga thered for
Fontbonne College's first men's
basketball ga me on home court Feb.
18 in the new Dunham Stud ent
Activity Center. The excitement
and enthusiasm of students , facu lty,
staff and friends cheering the
G riffins on to victory fill ed the air.

It's I

T o begin the first game in the
Dunham Student Activity Center,
Dunham's father, W alter, tossed up
the game ball , as he did fiv e years
earlier when the men's basketball
team played their first game ever.
The Griffins won their first game on
home court aga inst Parks Co llege.
Follow ing the game a ce lebration
was held in the new student union ,
also known as the A lumni Cat'.

~
.

President Dunham IS
father, Walter, wished
players luck after
tossing up the first
basketball in the new
Dunham Student
Activity Center.
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Dunham Student Activity Center ~~

It's Finished! It's Dedicated! It's Open for the Community!
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now sh owers seemed appropriate for a dedication of the
Dunham Student Activity Center
on March 4, especially since the
groundbreaking was a blustery, rainy
day. The weather, however, didn't
put a damper on the Fontbonne
community's excitement and
celebration.
Guests were greeted by the
Fontbonne cheerleaders handing
out souvenir basketballs. The
nearly 500 students, alumni, faculty,
staff and friends of Fontbonne filled
one wall of bleachers.
Brief speeches were given by VanLear Black Ill, chairperson of the
board of trustees, Christy Graney, a
sophomore, a blessing by The Most
Reverend Paul A. Zipfel, bishop of
the archdiocese, along with Ruth
Yates, director of campus ministry
and sophomore Dayle Burgdorf,
president for the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes. A big thank
you and a round of app lause went
out to Meneve Dunham, president
of Fontbonne College, for whom the
building was named. She in turn
thanked everyone for their support
of the building. Master of ceremonies was Colleen Schoendienst
Schwetye '73, standing in for her
parents Mary O'Reilly Schoend ienst
'45 and Albert "Red" Schoendienst,
honorary chairpersons of the CAMPAIGN FOR FONTBONNE. The
ceremony's finale was an unusual
ribbon cutting by alumnus Darrell
Haynes '92 . He had anxiously
waited to play basketball in the

promised gymnasium since his
freshman year, but grad uated before
its completion. He got his opportunity at the dedication by shoot ing
the "ribbon-breaking" basket that
officially opened the Dunham
Student Activity Center.
Following the ceremony, a lavish
buffet of food and drink was
provided in the Alumni Car for all
to enjoy.
The day's enthusiasm seemed to
sh ed a ray of sunshine through the
snow showers to shine brightly on
the new addition to the Fontbonne
campus.

Darrell Haynes '92 shoots a "ribbon-breaking" basket that officially
opens the Dunham Student Activity
Center.

acknowLedges a
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applause from
dedication

ALumnae enjoy the Lavish buffet
following the ceremony .

Students ceLebrate at the reception .
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Fontbonne's Tuition Increase Is Again Below National Average

F

ontbonne has again kept its
tuition charge well below the
increases of most private and public
institutions for 1993-94.
Fontbonne's board of trustees has
approved tuition increases that
average 4.5 percent and 3 percent
for room and board.
Effective in the 1993 summer
semester, Fontbonne's full-time
tuition will be $ 7,990, the only
private college in the area under
$8,000. The average tuition
increase nationally has been around
8 percent, but for the past several
years Fontbonne has been able to
keep its increases near 4 percent.
Recommendations for tuition
increases are based on projections
of enrollment and increased
expenses for the coming year. Gary
Zack, vice president for enrollment
manage ment and student affairs,
cited financial aid as one of the
largest increased expenses next
year - up 12 percent. This is
mainly due to continuing erosion of
federal and state sources of gift aid
which Fontbonne has had to replace
with its own funds. Faculty and staff
salaries and higher cost of benefits
such as health care also contribute
to the need for tuition increases .
Students rece ive a lot for their
money at Fontbonne. In add ition
to a solid well-rounded ed ucat ion,
students have benefitted from
Fontbonne's physical improvements. This year, disabled access
to school facilities will be imp roved,
along with the renovation of space
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in the Arnold Memorial Center
and Medaille Hall. The campus
also sports the new Dunham
Student Activity Center with its
regulation-size NCAA gymnasium,
work out room and a student union.
It was completed in March.

adult learner program. "Pricing is
competitive with other colleges and
universities," says Zack. "We are
trying to appeal to teachers whose
incomes are lower and don't get full
tuition benefits from their school
districts."

Recently Fontbonne's department
of education/special education was
awarded five exemplary marks from
the department of elementary and
secondary education (DESE). This
summer a new graduate program
will be introduced, a master's degree
in education, with a rate of $232 per
credit hour. The new master's
degree program will be offered
through Fontbonne's OPTIONS

The College has made a concerned
effort in keeping tuition affordable.
"We feel that there are many
people who want an education but
are left behind because tuition is so
high," says Meneve Dunham,
Ph.D., president of Fontbonne.
"There is a tradition of service at
Fontbonne and offering an
excellent education to all is part
of our tradition ."

Business Forum Slated for A pril 27

T

he spring Business Forum will
feature "A Grand Idea -- But Will
It Work?" with guest speaker
Richard G addes, founder of the
Opera Theater of St. Louis and
currently president of Grand
Center, Inc., on Tuesday, April 27.
The program begins with breakfast
at 7:15 a.m., followed by the
program at 8 a.m. in the Library
Lewis Room.
Gaddes will discuss the forces
behind the Grand Center project
and the difficult challenges yet to
be overcome for this visionary plan
that is attracting national
attention.
The Fontbonne Business Forums

focus on issues beyond the balance
sheet. Like the College itself, they
explore ethical concerns and human
values in an intimate and personal
setting.
Business Forumpresenters are
selected not only for their
professional accomplishments, but
also because they represent the
qualities of responsible leadership
inherent in the traditions and
mission of Fontbonne College.
This program is presented without
charge as a community service of
Fontbonne College. Reservations
are required. To register, call the
Office for Institutional Advancement at 889-1412.
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Eight Metro Teams Battle in Fontbonne/Coca--Cola Classic

T

he third annual Fontbonne
College/Coca-Cola high school
basketball tournament was held Jan.
13 - 16 and featured eight strong St.
Louis area teams at Ladue High
School. Defending tournament
champion, the DeSmet Spartans,
drew the top seed, followed by the
Collinsville Kahoks, Riv'erview
Gardens Rams, W ebster Groves
Statesmen, Saint Louis University
Junior Billikens, Lad ue Rams,
Lutheran North Crusaders and
Haze lwood West Wildcats.

Riverview beat DeSmet in the
championship game 68 - 50. Third
place went to Collinsville, with
Saint Louis University High,
Webster Groves, Lad ue,
Hazelwood West and Lutheran
N orth finishing fourth through
eighth, respectively. Best
sportsmanship was awarded to
SLUH.
The All-T ournament team included
Tim Rittenhouse (SLUH), Mic
O'Keefe (DeSmet), Herman Clay

(Riverview), Leon C lay
(Riverview), Cory Garcia
(Collinsville), Kevin Tuckson
(Webster), Tim Austin (Webster),
Joe Patterson (DeSmet ), Fred
Forest (Haze lwood West) and
Colby Pierce (Ladue).
"Next year's tournament should
be even more exciting since the
games will be played in Fontbonne's
new gymnas ium," says Mel Patton,
vice president of business and
finance.

Carolyn Osiek, RSC] to Speak at Commencement
Ceremonies
Carolyn Osiek, RSC], professor
of New Testament studies at the
Catholic Theological Union,
Chicago, will be the honored
speaker at Fontbonne's commencement ceremonies on May 15. She
will receive a doctor of humane
letters, honoris causa, degree from
Fontbonne.
Following her graduation from
Fontbonne in 1962 with a
bachelor's degree in French , Osiek
joined the Society of the Sacred
Heart. She received her master's
degree from Manhattanville College
in 1966 and her doctorate in new
testament and Christian origins
from H arvard University in 1978.
She has held her current position in
Chicago since 1977.
Osiek is ed itor of the IS-volume
Message of Biblical Spirituality series

(published by Michae l Glazier), as
well as assoc iate ed itor of The Bible
Today and N ew T estament book
review ed itor of the Catholic Biblical

Quarterly.

visiting professor at unive rsities in
Canada and the United States.
Commencement ceremonies will
begin at 1:30 p.m. on the Library
Quadrangle of the College campus.

She is author of five books, including commentaries on Galatians,
I Corinthians and Philippians, as
well as over 60 articles on biblical
studies, spirituality, women in the
church and the social world of early
Christianity. One of her most
recerlt books is Beyond Anger: On

Being a Feminist in the Church
(published by Paulist Press).
Fluent in both Spanish and French ,
Osiek presented a series of programs
in Peru in 1989 at the invitation of
the Maryknoll Fathers. She is
director of the Israel Program
conducted by the Catholic Theologica l Union and a frequent

Carolyn Osiek, RSC]
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OPENERS
The Library Automates Services

United Way
Campaign Gets
Boost From
Fontbonne
Employees This
Year

Flaf
Fan

--

T h e 1992 United Way Campaign report listed Fontbonne
College in the "Outstanding
Employee Campaigns" category for
percentage increase in total amount.
'-~ ~

Mike Brown , computer center director, supervises the installation of the
new hardware for the library automation, as Brent Spies, maintenance,
connects the electrical wires.

T h e Fontbonne Library is moving into the next century by computerizing their services to better serve the needs of users. Phase I of the library
automation took place in January with the installation of the hardware.
The second phase of the automation, software installation, is expected to
be completed in April.
The new system will allow Fontbonne to automate its circulation control
and eliminate- the card catalog with computer search for title, authors and
subj ect. The library will also be able to communicate with the Missouri
Library N etwork and the On-Line Computer Library Center (OCLC) .
Other libraries within the system can search our circulation both in
Missouri and nationally.
Books will be bar-coded this summer which will automate checkout with
laser scanners.
The system was p~rchased with growth capabilities, accord ing to Mike
Brown, director of Fontbonne's computer center. The program will allow
for collection growth. Additional query work stations can be added in the
library (currently there will be four card catalog stations plus one in the
circulat ion office) . In the future, capabilities for "library without walls" will
allow those with personal computers to search the files but funding is
needed for this program. A grant has been submitted.
Fontbonne 8

Fontbonne's increase was 7.8
percent over the 1991 campaign
total and exceeded its $1,900 goal by
more than $700.
A special United Way edition of
Highlights, the bi-monthly faculty/
staff newsletter was published on
Sept. 28, 1992 to gain internal
support. It was credited as a major
factor in the increase and merited
the commendation of Donald J.
McPherson, a loaned executive for
the United Way.
That publication won a United Way
All-Star Silver Award in the special
edition category. The awards
luncheon was held at the Cervantes
Convention Center. Lisa Tebbe,
public relations specialist and editor
of Highlights, and Stephanie Stueber,
CSJ, director of college relations
and Fontbonne coordinator of the
campaign, were invited to attend.
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OPENERS
Flapper Follies Brings Roaring 20s to
Fontbonne

Human Environ . .
mental Sciences
Cookbook on Sale
Now

T

he students enrolled in "experimental foods" have developed a
cookbook containing family favorite
recipes that have been modified in
fat or sodium to make them
healthier. One side of the book lists
the regular recipe, high in fat or
sodium, and the facing page is the
healthier alternative designed and
tested by the students.
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The Roaring 20s came alive for two nights in December when Fontbonne's
Jazz Pops Ensemble presented the Fontbonne Flapper Follies. The
dynamic production, under the direction of new music department
chairman Terry Thompson, featured the vocal, dancing and instrumental
talents of many of Fontbonne's students . The new Ensemble is open to all
students who play, sing and/or dance. Plans are currently underway for a
spring variety show May 6 and 7, based on the music of the 50s and 60s.

This cookbook is being sold as a
fund raiser by the Student Human
Environmental Sciences Association (SHESA) to purchase a microwave for the student lounge.
The cookbook is available for
$5 plus $1.50 for shipping and
handling. T o order please call
889-1415.

Financial Planning Seminar Features Retirement Investments

"I

nvesting for Retirement,"
another in the Fontbonne Financial
Planning Series, will be held on
Wednesday, May 12 at 5 p.m. in the
Fontbonne College Library Lewis
Room. ].uli Niemann '68, an
investment analyst and vice president of Equity Research and Sales
for Clayton-based Huntleigh
Securities, will present the program.
Niemann has been in the investment industry for 24 years. In her
three daily KMOX radio reports, as

stock market reporter and
commentator, sh e sh ares h er
research of world and consumer
affairs and their effect on the stock
prices of local companies.
She serves as adjunct faculty in the
business schools at the University of
Missouri - St. Louis and at Saint
Louis University. As a member of
several professional national
organizations, Niemann speaks on
investment ethics and market
regulat ions.

Juli Niemann
Fontbonne 9
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Department of Education/Special Education Gets Fifth
Exemplary Rating from DESE

T

h e department of education/
special educat ion's program relating
ro meeting individual differences
and multicultural needs was given
an exemplary rating by the Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education (DESE) . "Exemplary" is
the term used when a program's
quality is superior. This makes
Fontbonne's fifth exemplary mark
from DESE. Las t March,
Fontbonne received four of the
high est marks that DESE awards in
the areas of student admiss ion atlld
retention , student advisory services ,
student participation and clinical
experiences.
The department of education/
special education developed summer
programs to promote the importance of accepting individual
differences. Las t summer, the
department establish ed a se ries of
courses that responds to the n eeds of
ind iv id ual students. In conjunction
with the department of communicat ion disorders, the departmen t of
education/special education
promoted a series of three courses
with the intent to educate teachers
about accepting ind ividual differences. Due to the need for such a
program in the area, plans were for
it to continue.
This summer's program has been
extended to four courses:
Multicultural Issues in Speech and
Language, Inclusion of Students
with D isabilities, T opics in Educa-
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tion : The African-American C hild
and Review of Research on
Diversity.
"We can no longer think of ourselves as a melting pot, " says Rita
Marie Schmitz, C S], chairperson
of the department of education/
special education. "We must
capitalize on our diversity, recognize
the richness of individual differences and similarities and continue
to meet individual differences and

-

multicultural needs."
Of 26 schools eva luated in 16
separate standards, Fontbonne
received more exemplary ratings
than any other college or university
evaluated. Robert Bartman,
commissioner of education for the
Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, congratulated Fontbonne's faculty and staff
for their fine efforts in teacher
education.
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Fontbonne Supporters Initiated into President's Association
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F

ontbonne College honored its
President's Associates at the annual
dinner held in December at Old
W arson Country Club. N early 80
members attended the event at
which several new donors were
initiated into the A ssociation and
Societies by Dr. Meneve Dunham,
president of Fontbonne.

New Associates received a recently
designed statue with the Fontbonne

:r

-

1

-

Mr . and Mrs.
Anthony
Chivetta were
inducted into
the Association
by Dr. Meneve
Dunham .

Lucille McDonald excitedly receives
her award from Dr . Dunham as
Stephanie Stueber , CS], looks on.

seal laser-etched on to a rectangularsh aped clear acrylic piece mounted
on a marble-like base. Recipients of
the award included Alan E. Adams
and Avis Ericson Adams, Lucille
Brouilen e, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Chivena, Elma Colgan , Mr. and
Mrs. Medard Dineen, Lucille
McDon ald, Mrs. Albert Ravarino
and Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Shuford.
Cumulative G iving Recognition
Societies h on ored several new
members with similar statues
displaying gold, silver or bronze
Fontbonne seals, according to their
respective societies. Medaille
Society (gold) recipients included
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Graff. Mr.
and Mrs.
Joseph Thro
and Mr. and

1

Alan Adams receives congratulations from Dr. Dunham .

Mrs. William Wachter were
inducted into the Rossiter Society
(silver) . The O'Hara Society
(bronze ) initiated two members,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Wick.

1

--1
1

Mr . and Mrs. George S. Graff receive their award from
Dr. Meneve Dunham .

Mr. and Mrs. William Wachter are inducted into
the Rossiter Society by Dr . Dunham.
Fontbonne 11
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Fontbonne Faculty Member Makes A Mark States and Abroad

Both in the
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"This is a provocative and challenging
new study that will expand the frontiers
of our unders tanding of language and
power." - The European University
Ins titute and the University of Exeter

F or G reg Matoes ian , Ph.D.,
instructor of social sciences, a
hobby h as evolved into something
substantial, bringing him much
recognition in his fi eld of sociology
as well as the areas of linguistics
and law. Matoes ian has just had his
book Reproducing Rape: Domination

Through T alk in the Courtroom
published in the United States in
addition to England and Eu rope .
The book deals with the manipulation of language by defense attorneys in date/acquaintance rape
trials.
A ccording to Polity Press/Bas il
Blackwell, publisher of Matoesian's
book in England, "Reproducing Rape
considers the cross examination of
the victim as an adve rsarial war of
words which serves, in effect, as a
system of domination . Rather than
looking at the way in which rape is
experienced subj ectively by individual victims, Matoesian explicates how rape is interpreted and
class ified wi thin the ongo ing
language of the courtroom."
"Language is the bas is of what goes
on in a trial - persuas ion and
rhetoric," explai.ns Matoesian .
Matoes ian became inte rested in the
subj ect after his uncle, Madison

Fontbonne 12

County head criminal court judge
Andraes Matoes ian, gave him tapes
of rape trials. "I listened to them
and found them interesting, " says
Matoes ian . "I realized a book
needed to be written on the subj ect
of language in the courts. I really
got into it and after four or five
years of research, a book emerged ,"
he concludes.
From there, Matoesian sent his
manuscript to prestigious sociologist
A nthony G iddens at Cambridge
University who was so impressed
that he had it published through
Polity Press/Bas il Blackwell in
Cambridge. It was then sent to
William Q 'Barr, a noted profe ssor at
Duke University, who steered it to
be published in the States through
the Unive rsity of Chicago Press.
The publisher commented, "This is
a lively, provocative, innovative'
and consistently interesting book.
The author knows what he is
talking about and his project is
well executed."

a hobby," he says. "I am not a linear
person, I'm more emergent. Writing the book just popped up because
I really got into it."
C urrently Matoes ian is at work on
his next book, Your Client Raped
Me: Language, Morality and Domi-

nation in the Kennedy-Smith Rape
T rial, also published through Polity
Press. This May he will travel to
C hicago to speak at the Law and
Society Meetings on "Language and
Ideology in the Rape Trial" and
"Just Answer the Question! A spects of Language and Domination
in the Kennedy-Smith Rape Trial. "
H e will also be part of a panel
discussing violence aga inst women .
In between teaching four sociology
courses at Fontbonne, preparing for
his presentation , promoting his
book, which is now ava ilable for
purchase, and writing his new book,
Matoesian keeps busy with his wife
and their year-old son , Nicky.
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With a master's degree in linguistics
and a doctorate in sociology, both
from the Univers ity of Missouri Columbia, Matoesian combined his
expertise to produce a significant
work that has already been cited in
a brand new sociology textbook.
Matoes ian , whose book has received
many excellent rev iews, does not
appear overly excited by his sudden
recogn ition . "I didn't intend to
write anything to sell, I just did it as
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Sports Wrap .. Up
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The soccer Griffins ended its tough
season 16-3-2, after losing a game to
W ashington University in the
national play-offs. The team
finished the year first in their
conference and second in the
region. Seniors T om Marsh , Mark
W estbrook and C raig D~ppe l were
n amed to the first team All-Conference with senior Mike Schulte and
junior Jeff Petruso named to the
second team. Honorable mention
went to sophomore Jim Cole and
seniors Jim Daerda, T om O rlando
and Jason Schicker.
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Coach Scott Westbrook was named
"Coach of the Year" for the St.
Louis Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference (SLIAC ). After four
years of coaching the G riffins and
leading them to the ir best season
ever in 1991 (17 -2-2 and fifth in the
n ation) W estbrook, who is also a
full-time admission representative,
h as res igned. He plans to finish his
master's degree in business administration.

Volleyball

the first team All-Conferen ce and
senior Lisa Boss i made the second
team. Julie Buchholz, a fre shman,
was voted "N ewcomer of the Year."
"We are really looking forward to
play ing in the new gym next year,"
says Hebrank. "The facility will also
h elp us to recruit new players," he
concludes.

New Soccer Coach Named
Ted Powers was recently appointed
as the new men's soccer coach,
replac ing Scott W estbrook, who
coached the G riffins for four years
and led last year's team to a 16-3-2
record .
"I'm excited about this season . W e
h ave some excellent returning
playe rs," says Powers. "W e are
looking forward to overcoming last
year's defeat in the regionals."
Powers, a n ative of St. Louis, played
in the N ation al Professional Soccer
League from 1984 to 1987, where h e

A n A ll-American playe r for
Rockhurst College in Kansas C ity,
Powers earned his degree in poli tical
science and economics in 1984. In
199 1 h e received his mas ter's degree
in economics from Saint Louis
Unive rsity and is employed as a
sales representative for Joseph T.
Ryerson Steel Service Center.

Kemp Reaches 1,000
C areer Points
In a home game on Jan . 30 aga inst
Principia College, Janice Kemp, a
sen ior on Fontbonne's women 's
basketball team, made her 1,000
career point on a free-throw. With
five po ints to score in the game and
time winding down, Kemp ad mits
sh e was a little n ervous.
"I tried not to let it ge t to me, " she
says. "As the game progressed , I felt
frustrated since the ball would not
go in the basket, leading to more
missed shots," she continues. "I
played so hard and wanted to get it
over with so everything would
return to normal."

The women's volleyball team
wound up its season 16- 10 overall
and 14-0 in their conference. Five
of their 10 losses were to Division II
teams and they were also beaten by
Division III champions W ashington
University. "C onsidering our
competition, I am pleased with our
record," says coach Bob Hebrank.
"The experience they received was
great for as young as they are."
Junior Jenny Flatley was named to

twice made the top ten fo r scoring.
He was a member of Athletes in
A ction Soccer T eam, which toured
the People's Republic of C hina in
1984. C urrently, h e h olds a United
States Soccer Federat ion "B"
license .

T ed Powers

A fter Kemp made h er l,OOOth
point - a milestone only four
Fontbonne players h ave
reach ed - the game was briefly
Fontbonne 13
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interrupted for a short ceremony.
Kemp was given the game ball by
Lee McKinney, athletic director of
Fontbonne C ollege . "When. it was
over, my shots started to fall," she
says.
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"The 1,000 point mark is harder at
the collegiate level because it is
more competitive," says Susan
Konop, coach of the women's
basketball team. "Girls that start all
four years usually h ave n o problem,
but Janice h as only started for three
years." Being the only senior on the
Janice Kemp shoots her 1,000th point during the home game Jan. 30
tea m requires Kemp to take on a lot
against Principia College .
of leadership on the floor. "N o
matter what the score is, you would
never know sh e is under a lot of
freshman Marilyn. "They give me
pressure. W e can count on her to
come through with the three-po int . a feeling of security since I h ave
shots, " says Konop.
played with them for so man y
years," says Kemp. "I know their
A 5'8" sh ooting guard, Kemp
capabilities so I can count on them
100 percent on the court."
ave rages 13.9 points per game. She
is the leading three-po int sh ooter
"There is a good communication
on the team, in addition to the
second leading rebound er, quite a
between us on the court because we
h ave been playing together for so
record for someon e at her pos ition.
long," says Karen Kemp. "With
In the 1991-92 season, sh e was
your sister, you know where h er
named to the second team AllConference. N ot only does she
strengths lie. She picks you up if
prove her ability on the court, but as you are h av ing a bad game," she
continues. "The night of her 1,000
a business major, sh e maintains an
point I was n ervous for her.
above 3 .0 grade point average off
the court.
I wanted h er to get it since it is
h er last year to play. It would make
Kemp has been playing basketball
a great ending to h er college
since the fourth grade. After
basketball caree r. I was probably
Kemp receives the 1,OOO-point
graduating from Fox High School,
just as relieved as Janice was when
basketball from Lee McKinney,
h er decision to attend Fontbonne
she scored it. I was so proud of h er
athletic director , at a short
was influen ced by the women's
because of all the h ard work she
basketball program. "I knew three
put in at Fontbonne. It makes me
ceremony during the game.
want to strive for the same
or fo ur playe rs wh o encouraged me
to come to Fontbonne, " sh e says .
accomplishment," she explains. and without my team members'
Probably Kemp's favo rite teammates
are h er sisters, junior Karen and
Fombonne 14

"I was h appy to make the accomplishment at Fontbonne College

support and help, I would not h ave
been able to do it," co ncludes
Kemp.
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Faculty Member is Big Hit with European Audience

Jason Sommer, chairperson of the
English department and poet-inresidence, returned from a two-week
trip to East Germany in December,
sponsored by Amerika Haus, an
institution established to promote
American culture in Germany.
Nearly two years ago, Sommer
published his first collection of
poetry, Lifting the Stone. As the son
of a Holocaust survivor, many of his
poems deal with his Jewish heritage.

J

After hearing that Amerika Haus
sponsored writers to tour Germany
and believing his work would be of
interest to the German public,
Sommer sent his book to them. He
was selected to read his poetry and
discuss literature in Berlin,
Schwerin and Halle. In Halle, he
followed a presentation by a photographer whose interest was in
photographing surviving Jewish
communities in Eastern Europe.
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an eventful time for Sommer.
Thanks to readers' suggestions in
Great Britain, Sommer received a
request from the British Broadcasting Corp. (BBC) to broadcast his
poem "The Ballad of Fighting with
my Father" over the BBC World
Service airwaves. Although
Sommer was not able to hear it
himself, friends and family in
Europe were able to listen.

My father and I would strive together
every evening just for fun;
more like a brother than a father
sometimes to his only son.
But father always by restraint;
he died at gunfights round the couch,
and never would forget to faint
to end our rolling wrestling bouts.

He changed our duels with weaponry,
"It felt as though I'd arrived," he
says. "It was wonderful to know
that people liked my poems enough
to want to hear one broadcast. So
the air-time probably represents one
minute of the requisite 15 minutes
of fame Andy Warhol said everyone
might expect these days."
The poem is from Lifting the Stone
which is 'available for purchase
through Sommer.

"It was an odd feeling to read
Holocaust poems to a German
audience in a part of Germahy that
had no de-Nazification," explains
Sommer. "At first I was nervous
about what people were thinking.
In the discussion afterward I was
gratified by their interest in my
poems and in Jewish culture," he
continues. "They learned something and I learned something too
about the real struggle of people
trying to emerge from a police
state," he concludes.
The past three months have been

The Ballad of Fighting with my
Father

a gift of swords of lamp components,
assembled at the factory;
one his, and one for his opponentson - and they had the heft that made
things real, each bellguard truly tolled,
struck by the pipe that passed as blade,
and all that brass to me was gold.
I started waiting up for him
as if I nursed some ancient insult ,
and nothing promised or forbidden
could make bedtime less difficult.
To keep peace he would have to fence ,
arcing his own attack so slowly,
and overpraising my defenseall purest choreography.

But always I quickened the pace,
deaf to anything he warned,
I would keep swinging for his face,
until I fell into his arms,
yielding only when exhausted.
And I meant when I would aim,
and what the blows would do if landed ,
I had no more idea than Cain .

Jason Sommer
Fontbonne J 5
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Two Former Faculty Heritage Club Luncheon Slated for
Honored with
Dunham Student Activity Center
Endowed
he fourth annual Heritage
Members of the Heritage Club are
Scholarships

T

T

he board of trustees is establishing endowed scholarships in the
name of two former faculty members.
Rudy T orrini, chairperson of the art
department and professor, and Mary
Alfred Noble, CS] '30, former
president, professor and alumni
direcror, have been honored with
the scholarships.
Torrini
received the
Fulbright
Fellowship to
study in Italy
and attended
the
Torrini
Accademia Di
Belle Arti in Florence in 1950. He
joined the Fontbonne faculty in
1968. Many of his famous sculptures
can be found
around the
St. Louis area.
Sr. Alfred
joined
Fontbonne
in 1931 as an
instructor
in psychology
Noble
after graduating. She took
a leave of abse nce for her doctoral
study and returned as professor from
1940-50 and 1967-76. She served as
president of Fontbonne from
1960-66 and as alumni director from
1973 -76.
Fontbonne 16

Club luncheon will be held Thursday, April 22 in the Dunham
Student Activity Center.
The annual event recognizes
endowed scholarship recipients and
thanks Heritage Club members for
their endowment support. Scholar ·
recipients and donors of respective
scholarships are given the opportunity to meet at the event.

those persons, foundations and
corporations that have contributed
to Fontbonne's endowment
through the establishment of
scholarships or other various
planned giving options.
Eleven new members will be
inducted into the club by Dr.
Meneve Dunham, president,
at the luncheon.

Students Get Involved to Better Campus
and Community
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This spring tulips will be blooming all over the Fontbonne campus thanks to
students in the Environmental Action Group. Brian Niebrugge and
Kathleen Wikete were two of the students who gave their time one fall
afternoon. In addition, a group of seven students planted over 1,700 bulbs
last fall along Forest Park Blvd. between Newstead and Boyle Avenues as
part of Operation Brightside' s Fall Flower Shower . Student groups have
been keeping busy this year with community service projects, including
recycling phone books on campus (as well as paper and aluminum) ,
weatherizing a home in St. Louis City for a needy family and taking up
Christmas collections of food, clothing and toys.
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Fifth Annual "Red" Schoendienst/Fontbonne College All .. Star
Golf Tournament Slated for July 12
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Supporters and members of the
Red Schoendienst/Fontbonne
College All-Star Golf Tournament
committee gathered for a kick-off
cocktail party at the University
Club in January. Red Schoendienst,
Cardinal baseball hall of famer,
joined many Fontbonne' friends to
celebrate last year's success and plan
for the next tournament scheduled
for July 12 at Whitmoor Country
Club in St. Charles.
Last year Red and several of his
friends, including Mike Shannon,
Stan Musial, Jose Oquendo, Ken
Reitz, Scott Terry, Joe Coleman and
"Bones" Donahue, played a round of
golf at the tournament. Cardinal
celebrities will be on hand again
this year.
Entry fee for the fifth annual golf
tournament is $275 per golfer or
$1,000 per complete foursome. This
includes greens fee, electric golf
cart, unlimited driving range, one
mulligan, brunch, beverages, awards

Bob Carron,
NorthPort
National
(left) and
Joe Fresta,
Pasta House
Company
(center)
pose with
Red
Schoendienst.

banquet, cocktails, dinner and
prizes. An auction will follow the
awards banquet.
Corporate hole sponsors are also
available. All hole sponsors will be
acknowledged prominently on the
tee or green they sponsor. Their
names will also be published in the
program booklet. Proceeds from the
event benefit the Dunham Student
Activity Center, which was completed in March.
For more information, contact the
Office for Institutional Advancement at 889-1412.

Sonny Lucas of Coca-Cola Bottling
Company of St. Louis and co-chair
of the tournament shares a joke with
Red Schoendienst.
Jack Powers,
Powers Associates
and co-chair of the
tournament (left) ,
Van-Lear Black
III, chairman of
the board of trustees (center) and
Red Schoendienst
enjoy themselves.

Red Schoendienst uilks with Carolyn Kuciejczyk
lohnson '64 and her husband, Gary.
Fontbonne 17
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR FONTBONNE
Enhancing Fontbonne College Through Individual Gifts
Individual giving is the single-most important source
of philanthropic support for Fontbonne. Contributions
are tax-deductible and many options are available:

Fontbonne Annual Fund: Cash contributions are
a critical source of private support for the College.
Annual fund donations help maintain our basic operations and activities. These unrestricted dollars can be
applied quickly to areas of immediate need.
Memorial and Tribute Gifts: Gifts in memory of
deceased friends and lovedI ones - or in honor of
special people or events - are gratefully accepted.
Such contributions often reflect the interest or talents
of the one being honored. The advancement staff is
pleased to help prospective donors explore appropriate
uses for memorial tribute gifts.
Bequests: One popular form of giving is the bequest,
which designates a gift to the College in the donors' will
or trust. Many alumni and friends have made provisions
in their wills for Fontbonne College and many have
used this vehicle to recognize the memory
of spedal family members and friends. Those who do
remember the College in their will or trust qualify for
membership in our special Heritage Club.
Charitable Gift Annuities: Fontbonne's Gift Annuity
Program can assure. an income for life to the donor, an
eventual charitable contribution to the College and
highly advantageous tax benefits.
Gifts in Kind: Donations of personal property, ranging
from fine art to laboratory equipment, are gratefully
accepted by the College. Please ask the staff about
specific items considered as gifts.
Life Insurance: Many individuals own life insurance
policies that are no longer needed. Donating such a

Fontbonne 18

policy to Fontbonne College entitles you to a tax
deduction for the cash surrender value. Other methods
of building Fontbonne's future through insurance can
be discussed with the advancement staff.
Real Estate: When donating real estate to Fontbonne
College, it is possible to retain life interest and also
receive a partial tax deduction while you continue to
use the property.
Matching Gifts: Hundreds of corporations throughout
the United States demonstrate their support for higher
education by offering Matching Gift Programs which
match, double or even triple their employees' gifts to
the College. Please indicate your employer when
making a gift so that we can determine your eligibility
for a Matching Gift Program.

For further info~mation about enhancing Fontbonne
College, please contact the Office for Institutional
Advancement, 6800 Wydown Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri
6310S or telephone Alan Adams, vice president, at
(314) 889-1412 or Stephanie Stueber, CSJ, director
of college relations, at (314) 889-1403.

-
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Serving the Needs of Adult Learners
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QUickly approaching its second
anniversary at Fontbonne, the OPTIONS
program has proven to be a remarkable
success. Part of the College's growth,
which rose to an all,time high of over 2,000
students in the fall of '92, has been
attributed to this unique program. "The
OPTIONS program has catapulted the
College to a new level," says Gary Zack,
vice president of enrollment management
and student affairs.
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OPTIONS is a program developed for non-traditional
students (over 25 years old) who have already accumulated college credit. Undergraduates must have two
years of significant work experience; graduate students
must have a 2.5 grade point average, three years significant work experience and a bachelor's degree from an
accredited school. Accelerated courses meet one night
a week, enabling a student to earn a bachelor's or
master's degree in business administration in approximately two years.
The Fontbonne administration, eager to serve the needs
of the adult learner, decided that the OPTIONS
program would complement the existing Saturday MBA
program that had become so popular. It would give
prospective students the opportunity to take evening or
Saturday classes to fit their schedules. It would offer
students many options.
After the decision to provide OPTIONS had been
made, countless decisions followed, not the least of
which was hiring a dean. This person would be responsible for all aspects of the program from faculty to
curriculum to budget. Effective June 1, 1991 , Avis
Ericson assumed the duties as dean of OPTIONS.
Ericson has a strong background in academia, serving on
college faculties for 18 years and having nearly a decade
of experience as a department chairperson and division
director. Administratively, she had been responsible for
doctoral programs at two colleges - the Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy and the St. Louis College of
Pharmacy, where she designed and implemented a sixyear optional Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) program.
Ericson herself holds a Pharm.D. from the University of
Kentucky.
"Since 1980 I have been involved with academic
administration and really enjoy it," explains Ericson.
"Often I have been the first to do something in my
professional career. Becoming dean of OPTIONS was
something else to take from scratch and build, something to bring into being that was fulfilling and fun. In
addition, the adult education market was intriguing and
different. Adults are into it for the practical, realistic
side - to help their job and future ."
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Avis Ericson, dean of OPTIONS

In

the fall of 1991, OPTIONS began its first group
with 19 students. From that first session, the program
has grown to a current enrollment of 356 students,
nearly evenly split between graduate and undergraduate.
In this time, 13 bachelor of business administration
groups and 13 master's groups have been started.
From the beginning, students were recruited through
strong marketing pieces and extensive major media
advertising. Advertising remains consistent, but word
of mouth is becoming an important vehicle. Once a
prospective student contacts OPTIONS, a "lead" is
generated. Leads are handled by program representatives with the assistance of "Genie," a computer program that tracks leads and provides information about
the student population. To date over 3,000 leads have
been received and processed.
Qualified and interested prospects are invited to attend
a student information session to learn more about the
program. Financial aid is available to OPTIONS
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The OPTIONS staff
students in the form of grants and loans. In addition
some students obtain support through corporate reimburse ment. Students who apply and are accepted select
a night of the week that best suits their schedule.
Courses meet Monday through Thursday from 6 to 10
p.m. After 16 to 22 individuals sign up for a particular
eve ning, the group begins a nearly two-year sequence of
courses.
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"The class becomes a small family unit," says Sharon
N ordlof, director of student se rvices. "They study
together, socialize together and they rely on each
other," she continues. "They are wise at tapping into
each other's resources and they make good use of the
study groups."
Study groups of three to fiv e students meet out of class
once a week to work on ass ignments and to provide
mutual help and support. The groups are fo rmed of
individuals with varied backgrounds - academically,
profess ionally and personally. In addition, each class
has a representative, a spokespe rson who is a liaison
with the ad ministration . The class representat ive
organizes the group, heads a phone tree , as well as
collects and delivers class comments and qu estions. T o
share ideas, all the class representat ives attend quarterly
meetings.
For each course, students are eq uipped with a "modu le"

that describes how the course is taught, what will be
covered, what expectat ions there are and what knowledge they will come away with. At the end of each
module is an evaluation form used to assess the instructor as well as the course. The module also helps in
standardizing and maintaining a consistent curriculum.

T

he format of the OPTIONS program appea ls to
man y adult students. "We make the process as quick,
painless and effi cient as possible ," explains Nordlof.
"Students in this market like to be serviced, which is
one of the hallmarks of the OPTIONS program. These
students don't have to wait in long registration lines or
wait in line for books. They are so enthusiastic, they
want to ge t started right away and they know where
they are headed for two years."
"The OPTIONS program is a well thought-out product, " says Scott Kusmierczak, a bachelor's stud ent. "The
facts that class meets one night a week fo r four hours
and that you know you will finish the core at the end of
22 months are key selling points. The program is also
attract ive because it has a definite sched ule to it that is
close ly fo llowed ," he explains. Kusmierczak, a 34-yearo ld employee of Union Electric, is one of the students
who began with the initial gro up in September, 1991.
This May, 10 of those students will be the first grad uates
of the OPTIONS program.
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"The men and women in class are from such diverse
backgrounds - IBM, Anheuse r-Busch, Monsanto, PostDisi)atch, Ralsron Purina, St. Louis County Parks
Department. It opens your eyes to what's out there,"
Kusmierczak continues. With all of the diversity, "the
class discussion is one of the best parts," he says.

program apart from others in the area. The faculty are
recruited from the corporate community of metropolitan St. Louis. All are working professionals with
significant expertise and experience who embrace the
teaching philosophy of OPTIONS - to teach theoretical learning through a practical, hands-on approach.
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"It was very hard," says Kusmierczak who works a shift
job and has a young family. "Our group started with 19
and we lost a few along the way. It's no t so easy, but if
it rea lly means something to you , you'll stick with it,"
he concludes. Kusmierczak, who would like to continue
his education, plans to examine the OPTIONS MBA
program.
Sally Burgess-Griffin is one of the OPTIONS mas ter's
students who began nea rly a year ago . She was drawn to
the program after inves tigating other colleges in the
area and finding OPTIONS suited her schedule best.
"The format of mov ing from one sess ion to another is
especially h elpful for working ad ults," she says. "It is
eas ier to stay foc used on individual topics."
N ordl of, seconds this opinion. "Our students like to be
able to wo rk on one course at a time and concentrate on
that one subj ect."

"Many of the faculty have come to us because they love
to teach older students," says Ericson. "Many were older
themselves when they got their degrees and they think
'There is so much I want to give a student struggling
through, because I know what it is like,'" she explains.
"The students learn from the faculty and the faculty
learns from the students," she continues. "We select
people from the business world who know what is going
on in the real world so they can draw from their experience. For example, the law class is taught by a lawyer."
Currently there are 35 to 40 active instructors - 10 of
them are female. "The response to our first ad in the
Post was so substantial, we didn't need to advertise
aga in," says Ericson. Each prospective faculty member
attends a faculty assessment session with several representatives of Fontbonne. These sessions are designed,
through exercises and presentations, to give some idea
of what type of instructor each individual is and what
courses he or she is best suited to teach.

Burgess-Griffin also liked the fact that the
program utilized lap- top computers and emphasized the impo rtance of the study groups. "I
lea rn as much from my class mates as I h ave
from my instructo rs. It is an interesting group
of people." She says th at finding the discipline
to devote to college aga in was challenging.
"Trying to figure out how to st udy aga in was
difficult," she ad m·its.
The two-year timetable for the program is also
an advantage for Burgess-Griffin. "With the
acce lerated program, we've cove red a lot of
territory in one year. N ow I am h alf-way
through and I can see the light at the end of
the tunnel." She plans to complete her degree
in Janu ary, 1994.

T

he faculty at OPTIO N S also sets the
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OPTIONS students utilize their lap-top computer in class.
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Jesse Carter has been teaching OPTIONS courses for
the past year and enjoys doing it. "Students take greater
responsibility in the learning process," he says. "They
bring in twists from their working environments to open
discussion that you don't get from traditional students."
Carter discovered, through a co-worker at Southwestern
Bell, the opportunity to teach business courses for the
OPTIONS program. "OPTIONS combines textbook
theory with real-life experience," he says. "It is a
flexible program that is built around the needs of
students."
Ericson attributes the program's success to Fontbonne's
solid reputation combined with an individualized
approach to adult education. "People like the idea that
the groups stay together throughout their 22 or 24
months," she says. "They like the convenience of a one
night a week, structured program."
Twelve "sister schools" around the country offer an
OPTIONS-like program. Many of their successful ideas
and programs are tested at Fontbonne. "Indiana
Weslyan began a similar program a few years ago and
already has campuses all over the state," says Ericson,
pointing to a possible area of growth for Fontbonne.
"We are looking to establish off-campus teaching sites.

We believe in making classes convenient in location for
students."
OPTIONS is expanding in other areas. Recently
OPTIONS, together with McDonnell Douglas and
Berlitz, is making foreign language classes available for
McDonnell Douglas employees. The program began
operation in May of 1992 with such overwhelming
response that the original cap of 300 students was
removed to make participation unlimited. Currently,
over 500 McDonnell Douglas employees are enrolled.
Additional areas of growth include a master of arts in
education program slated to begin in the summer
of '93. There is also the intent to offer general
education courses (religion, philosophy, communication, literature) in the OPTIONS format for adults to
meet minimum credit for admission as well as those in
the program to complete general education requirements. This will be called the Bridge Program.
"We started out with a game plan for enrollment,
staff and programs and it has been phenomenal to
see OPTIONS grow in those directions faster than
anticipated," says Ericson. "With the expansion
of sites and the expansion in offerings, we'll just
keep growing." FCM

Sue Taylor, instructor of master's level marketing management, consults with a
group of students.
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Suzy
Gorman
Shoots
Any~

thing
that
Moves
by
Susan King
SuZy Gorman

We shoot anything that moves. That's the
motto Suzy Gorman '83, well--known St. Louis .
photographer, lives by. Anybody who's anybody
in the St. Louis social circuit has been captured
by Suzy's camera. But the social elite aren't the
only people that Suzy focuses upon. Soon--to--be-famous people have also been lucky enough to be
photographed by this rising star in the photogra-phy world.
W alking through h er third-floor studio of the N ation al C h air W arehouse
building near Union Station in downtown St. Louis, on e ge ts a sense of Suzy's
success. Entering h er studio, two life-size, cut-out photos of KSDK-TV's
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Mike Bush and Bob
Richards from their
rivalryadvertisements as "Sportsman" and "Weatherman" greet
visitors. The walls
in her studio and
kitchen are covered
with autographed
photos of famous
people who either
live in or have
passed through our
fair city. Below
these photos and
next to her black
and white "splattered" refrigerator
sit two stools,
painted and signed
by regionallyknown artist Mary
Engelbreit, another
of her clients.

SuZy photographed Cardinal shortstop Ozzie Smith for "The Best Dressed" article in
St. Louis Magazine.

Her celebrity client
list is extensive.
She has photographed Mayor
Vincent
Schoemehl, Cardinal shortstop Ozzie
Smith, columnist
Jerry Berger and
Olympian Jackie
Joyner-Kersee, just
to name a few. She
recently covered
the wedding of
KSDK-TV
anchorwoman,
Karen Foss and is
currently working
with St. Louis Blues
Hockey forward,
Brendan Shanahan,
on a series of
Fontbonne 25
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fashion shoots to
market him to the
GAP. To our local
celebrities, Suzy has
the magic touch.
Even Kevin
Horrigan, KMOXAM, once commented about how
thin Suzy made him
appear in his photos.

"Mom
recalls.
1was,
money
regisrra
[0 Was
art schl
in regis
and wo
says Su

A native of St.

"Th

Louis, Suzy is part of
a very intellectual
family. Her father,
David Gorman, was
a Washington
University mathematician, and her
mother, Gong Shu
(of Chinese descent)
is a psychologist and
artist. Her older
brother, John, has a
doctorate in electrical engineering and
her sister, Meiling,
was a National Merit
Scholar at the
University of Chicago. Suzy graduated
from University City
High School in three
years.
Her father, who died
when Suzy was 15,
left her a legacy for
which she will
always be grateful.
David Gorman
solidified her destiny
with the gift of an
antique Leica
camera. Little did
she know this gift
would change her
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SuZy photographed Brendan Shanahan, St. Louis Blues Hockey forward, at her studio.
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ALUMNI
life and one day become her livelihood.
"Mom wanted me to go to art school," Suzy
recalls. "I wasn't sure what I wanted to do.
I was a painter and thought I could make
money without going to college. But as
registration deadlines neared, I walked over
to Washington University to look at their
art school. I told the teacher I was interested
in registering in the school but she was rude
and wouldn't even give me the time of day,"
says Suzy.

"T

hat same day I walked over to
Fontbonne. I met a secretary who was very
warm and friendly and she gave me a tour of
the campus. I didn't meet any of the art
teachers that day b:Jt I knew this was the
down-to-earth, friendly atmosphere I was
looking for.
"Frank Ferrario, assistant professor in the
art department, was my first photography
teacher. I liked taking photos of people and
would often photograph the homeless.
Frank encouraged my vision and after I
took his class I knew I wanted to become
a photographer.
"Fontbonne allowed me to have a flexible
schedule so that I could do an internship
with photographer, Rick Gould. I went to
school two days a week, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., and
then worked full-time for Rick the remaining
three days. I learned a lot from Rick and he
was very supportive."
Suzy highly recommends internships. "I tell
everyone going to school to do an internship
and absorb everything these professionals
have to offer.

iio.

ds·

"Rudy T orrini, former chairperson of the
art department and professor, and Hank
Knickmeyer, professor, gave me a good basis
of general art. I double majored in photography and sculpture. Rudy was encouraging

me to become a sculptor but I am a very
impatient person and needed an occupation
which provided immediate gratification.
"I was also intrigued by philosophy classes
and took every class that Donald Burgo,
(currently interim vice president and dean
of academic affairs) instructed. He taught
me to question the status quo and to use my
mind. He's a brilliant man.
"The teachers at Fontbonne were influential in forming my career choice," says Suzy.
"I know that without them and Fontbonne
College I wouldn't be where I am today."

During her senior year, Suzy got her first
break from Kim Tucci, partner of Pasta
House Restaurants. He had her take
publicity photos of Mayor Schoemehl and
the St. Louis Ambassadors Toy Drive.
Shortly after that, Sharon Lee-Tucci,
president of Talent Plus, gave her assignments to take photos at the modeling
agency's Christmas party and then portfolios for models. "I began working 10 hours a
week and in one year I was up to 70 hours."
She worked from an old building on 20th
and Delmar in the city for two years. "I
didn't have a phone and it wasn't a safe
neighborhood," she recalls. She moved to
her present studio in 1985 and has gradually
taken over the entire third floor of the
building. Her Christmas holiday was spent
painting and cleaning her newly acquired
space, which she hopes to use for art shows
for her friends and her mother.
In the south corner of the studio a freight
elevator gently lifts her other passion to her
studio -- vintage cars. She still owns her
first car, a 1972, sky blue Volkswagen
Beetle, that transported her to and from
Fontbonne College, when she was 19 years
old. Her collection also includes a 1968
Pontiac GTO and a 1969 Pontiac LeMans
Fontbonne 27
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convertible. "The car
I drive depends on
how I feel when I get
out of bed in the
.
"
mornmg.

S

uzy is both a
workaholic and
perfectionist, who
works seven days a
week from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. "It takes up a
lot of time, but I like
owning my own
business. I like the
independence," she
says.
"My life can't be
separated from
photography. It's my
social life and I meet
a lot of interesting
people through my
work." In fact, she
even met her boyfriend, Jim Hathman,
at a boxing match she
was covering.
"Rarely do I go
anywhere without my
camera," she says.
"Photography is the
history of a person's
life. I enjoy capturing moments in time.
One time, Mark
Cusamano, KemoH's
restaurant owner, told
me that I have always
been there to share in
the special moments
in his life. Some of
those special moments included
parties at the original
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One of SUZy S favorite assignments was taking photos at the city workhouse .This photo of
an inmate was taken in the maximum-security cell block of the workhouse in May 1992.
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SuzY catches a leopard at an interesting moment as it licks its "chops."

Kemoll's on Grand, his own birthday party,
the fire at his restaurant's former location
and the grand opening of the new Kemoll's
at Metropolitan Square.
"The great thing about being a photographer is that you get the best seats for everything," she comments. "I get front row seats
at boxing matches and performances. I also
get opportunities I would not otherwise
have like a ride on the Goodyear Blimp,"
she says. "That was exciting and I got some
great shots," she recalls.
"In my line of work, though, I always see
the 'beautiful people' like actors, models,
singers, business executives. But I like
variety and enjoy photographing people
from all walks of life. That's why I jumped
at the chance to photograph prisoners in
the city workhouse. That's been one of my
most interesting assignments so far." She
also hopes to someday take photos of the
police in action and/or go out with Street

Corner Apprehension Team (SCAT) .

SUZY isn't just seen behind the camera.

In

May 1992, she was featured on the cover
and inside of Seen Magazine, a Wednesday
supplement to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
An informative and revealing article
accompanied photos that were taken by
none other than Rick Gould, the very
person who welcomed her to the world of
professional photography.
"If everything would stay like it is right now,
I would be very happy," says Suzy. "I'm
comfortable and I have great repeat business
with people that I like. And best of all, {
don't even have to advertise."
"{love my work and my independence.
Fontbonne gave me the basic tools I
needed to begin my career as an artist.
For that, I will always be extremely
grateful." FCM
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Dreams Remembered Homecoming '93

Her

H
omecoming '93, "Dreams Remembered ," a theme built around the beautiful carousels of yesteryear, will
prov ide an opportunity for you to return to Fontbonne on Oct. 16. Memories, activities, friendship and festivities
will be part of the celebration highlighted by an alumni soccer game at 10 a.m. , Mass at 4 p.m., social hour at 5 p.m.
and a dinner with the pres ident of Fontbonne College at 6 p.m.
Committees for the classes of 1928, '33, '38, '43 ,'48,'53,'58,'63, '68,'73 ,'7 8, '83 and '88 h ave been formed and we need
your participation . If you are willing to h elp your class in the planning of your reunion, please call the Alumni
Office at (3 14) 889-1447 .
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Mark your calendars now for "Dreams Remembered" on the weekend of O ct. 16.
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Susan LaBombard Joins Staff as Alumni and Annual Support
Director

These ;

S usan LaBombard h as joined the
staff of Fontbonne as d irector of
alumni and annual support effective
March 1. Her responsibilities
include organizing, implementing
and man ag ing alumni relations
programs and activities and ass isting
the vice president for institutional
advancement in fun d raising for
annu al giving.
"I am delighted to become a
part of the Fon tbonne College
community -- a community with
an impressive reputation and an
exciting future," says LaBombard.
"To maintain the trad ition , to
expand the base of alumni participation , to broaden the network of
Fontbonne's friends and to further
institution al advan cement efforts -these are my hopes and my challenges. I look forward to working
with the alu mni and the entire
Fontbonne community and its
friends to build upon the successes
of the past and to meet the
ch allenges of the future," she says.
Fombonne 30

LaBombard h as h ad extensive
experience in fund raising. Prior
to coming to Fontbonne, sh e
worked as director of operations
for Missourians for Kit Bond .
While there, she worked with
donors and volunteers as well as
solicited funds.

She also h as administrative,
legislative and political
experience working with U . S.
Senator Christopher S. Bond. A s
an executive ass istant, she worked
with the Senator on special projects
including special events.
A n ative of Kansas C ity,
LaBombard has studied at Trinity
College in W ashington, D. C.
and at C entral Missouri State
University at W arrensburg. She is
currently enrolled at Fontbonne
C ollege .
LaBombard h as vo lunteered for
several organizations including
Easter Seals, The Smithsonian
Institute, Young Friends of the
Kansas C ity Symphony and several
political organizations.
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A Message from the Fontbonne Alumni Association Board:

Here's How You Can Make A Difference!
vities
:5p.m.

e need
ni

rt

M
any of your fellow alums make a differen ce by giving their time and talent to Fontbonne College's Alumni
act ivities and projects. They find that being a part of the team is exciting and worthwhile. W ould you like to h ave
fun and contribute to your alma mater, too? You can -- and you will make a difference!
The Fontbonne College Alumni A ssociation Executive Board invites you to get invo lved. W e n eed your
suggestions and help with one or any of the following events: the Alumni/Varsity Pre-Season Soccer Game;
the H omecoming Liturgy and Dinner; the Affordab le H oliday Auction; the Children's Theatre Party and the
Fashion Show. We also ass ist with other college-sponsored events and projects, such as the golf tournament and
networking programs.
These activities enhance the visibility and reputation of Fontbonne -- your college. Your participation is needed!
So, jo in us -- call the Alumni Office at 889-1447 or complete the form below. You will h ave fun and you will make
an important contribution to Fontbonne. You'll be glad you did!
Yes! I want to make a difference! Please contact me and let me know h ow I can h elp.
Return to: Office of Alumni Relations, Fontbonne College , 6800 W ydown Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63105
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H ome phone number

Class year
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I want to help with the following activities or projects:
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I offer the fo llowing suggestion s:

Your current representatives on the Alumni Executive Board are the following:
Betty Miller Amelotti'77 * Mary Carol Anth, CSJ '57 * Mary Ellen Boggiano Bourneuf'46 * Beverly Niehaus Brassil '65 *
Moira E. Pons Byrd '87 * Ann Calandro '92 * Jeanne Leritz Callahan '51 * Marlene Gruber C lark '63 * Nancy Harrow Conway
'75 * Kathleen Cullen '69 * Susan McGuire Geile '70 * Betty Baerveldt Glickert '51 * Theresa Guempel '89 * Meredith
Hanley '92 * Jane Mitchellette Hanneken '52 * Darrell Haynes '92 * Margaret Hempen '88 * Barbara Gutting Hollenbeck '6 1
* Jan Hudgens '89, '91 * Marion Hanley Hurley '88 (secretary) * Donna Telthorst Karg '73 * Rosalynn Kessler '69 * Jeff
Kramer '85 * Susan LaBombard * Mary Lou Meyer Lenkman '64 (pres ident) * Nancy Linhoff '89 * Rita Slazinik Mayer, Ph.D
'69 * Maureen Missimore '91 * Jeanne Dulle Moore '81 * Lucy Griesedieck Nile '80 * Colette Crowley O'Brien '65 * Elaine
Ojile '92 * Bonnye Brimmer Perry '63 * Julia Simpson '89 * Mary Stoops '89 * LeAndra Stowers '92 * Joanne Arnold
Strathearn '71 * Stephanie Stueber, CSJ '36 * Joyce Sudhoff '79 * Sue Harter Wachter '60 * Jeanette Altepeter Wamser '70 *
Margaret Roth Wester '80 * Judith Willard '81 * Anne Sullivan Williams '65 * Mary Joan Woods '68 (vice president) * Ruth
Yates, CSJ '78.
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Annual Fashion
Show Held April 1
Dillard's Department Stores and
the Alumni Association will again
hold a benefit spring fashion show
on Thursday, April 1 at 7 p.m. at
the Saint Louis Galleria store.
Spring fashions from designer lines
will be modeled. Wine, hors
d'oeuvres and live music will be
offered at the event.
Reservations are required and there
will be a $15 contribution.
Come join your fellow alums while
planning your new spring wardrobe.

Alu
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Book Sale to Benefit English
Department's Literary Magazine Collage

LordP
I onthe

T
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he English Department faculty and the student staff of the literary
magazine Collhge will hold a book sale in October with proceeds of the sale
benefitting the magazine. To aid in assuring that Collage will continue to
offer a forum for the Fontbonne community's creative efforts in fiction,
poetry and art, alums are being asked for book donations. Books will be
accepted on all subjects, hardcover or paperback, but they should be in good
re-saleable condition. If you have books yourselves, or if you know pf some
special volumes or collections that someone might wish to donate, you may
contact Russ Doyle at 862-3456, ext. 275, Jason Sommer at ext. 477 or Jean
Wasko at ext. 274, all members of the English faculty. You may also
contact the alumni office at 889-1447.
Donations will be accepted at any time including throughout the summer,
up to a few days prior to the sale date, which is yet to be determined. Russ
Doyle would be happy to arrange pick up of a quantity donation.
Your help is much appreciated. Thank you.
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Holiday Affordable Auction Proves Fun and Successful

WI
Dear,

Alums enjoy holiday
shopping in a relaxed
social setting while
bidding on handmade
and holiday items at the
Holiday Auction in
November .
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Alums Enjoy Evening with Lord Piers Wedgwood at Dillard's

Iry
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Alums were treated to a cocktail party hosted by Dillard's and Wedgwood China in November which featured
Lord Piers Wedgwood of Barlaston, seventh generation descendant ofjosia Wedgwood. Following a presentation
on the history of the company, Wedgwood personalized Wedgwood pieces. Cathy Hessel Graham '72 was the
lucky winner of a Wedgwood bowl at the event.
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Cathy Hessel Graham '72 (center) poses with Lord Piers
Wedgwood (left) and her mother, Virginia Hessel
McDonagh (right) , after winning a Wedgwood bowl
worth nearly $1 ,000.

Lord Piers Wedgwood signs and dates pieces from
his collection for alums following the presentation .

We'll Publish Your News!
Dear Alumni and Parents:

ay
:ed

:u/e
at the
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If the address shown on the Fontbonne College Magazine label has changed, please send us the label along with the
new information. We want to hear your news! All submissions to Alumni Notes are edited for style and brevity.
Send your information to the Alumni Office, Fontbonne College, 6800 Wydown Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63105.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__________
Classyear(s)~------------------------------------

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home and Business Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
YOUf news item

---------------------------------------------------------------

Please continue on a separate sheet if needed. Because of space and deadline constraints, some Alumni Notes
already submitted will appear in the next issue. Thank you for your news.
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Alumni Notes
1940s
Loraine Flynt '42 received a plaque
from the Coca-Cola Company "In
Recognition of Outstanding
Community Volunteer Service."

1950s
Joan Coerver '50 has retired from
30 years of teaching grade school
and high school. She is now
teaching continuing education
classes at Florissant Valley Community College al1d enjoys travelling to
visit her 14 grandchildren.
Nina Bryans '57 assumed the
office of president of the Coro
Foundation's Women in Leadership
Alumnae in January, 1993.

1960s
Mara M. Baun '63 DNSC,TAAN,
professor and associate dean for
research at University of Nebraska
Medical Center College of Nursing,
has received an award for her
contributions in nursing research
in the Midwest.
Margaret Gregg, CSJ '63 has been
installed as president and executive
director for Concern for the Poor ,
an organization that operates the
San Jose Family Shelter, one of two
area family shelters to care for the
entire family.
Anne Welch Bauman '64, a faculty
member at Johnson County
Community College in Kansas,
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has stuC
received an award for "Exceptional
Service in the Classroom and the
Community."
Judi Swimley Heller '64 is in her
20th year teaching for the Archdiocese and is cu~rently teaching
second grade at St. Blaise where
she is also primary coordinator.
Angela White '64 is currently
working part-time at the V.A. OutPatient Clinic in Lubbock, Texas.
Judith Schulte, CSJ '65 is in her
26th year of teaching French at
Rosati Kain.
Judith E. Gaston Fischer '66 was
recognized in the St. Louis PostDispatch for receiving an Emerson
Electric Company Excellence in
Teaching award.
Martha Brock Evans '67 is currently managing one of the family
owned card and gift shops, Johnnie
Brock's, in the Mackenzie Pointe
Plaza. She also keeps busy with her
three sons and daughter.

Augustona College earning a
master's degree in selected studies
with an emphasis in communication
and business. English is also a fiber
artist and her weavings have been
exhibited in many Sioux Falls
galleries and in Minneapolis.
Mary Lee Hummert '68, a noted
scholar in social gerontology, is
currently a professor at the University of Kansas. She has been
published in communicator and
gerontology journals.

1970s
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Sharon Hightower '71 is currently
teaching at Toledo Public School in
a multi-handicapped class.
Susan Ray Canbron Snover '72
has recently been appointed
program director for the speech
pathology department at Central
Florida Speech and Hearing Center.
Linda L. Shapiro '73 was recently
made a partner with Coburn, Croft
and Putzell, law firm.

Margaret Guzzardo, CSJ '67.is a
bilingual speech-language pathologist at Carondelet Holy Cross
Hospital. She is the founder of
the Cleft Palate Program.

Carol Dickson '74 has been
working with universities and
colleges in the Pacific Islands on
curriculum and staff development
in the field of home economics.

Rose Mary Brt,leggan, CSJ '68 is
presently assistant manager of
Manresa House, a residential care
facility for 16 elderly women.

Denise Koenig Hughes '77 is on
the American Cancer Society board
of trustees in Monroe County, Ill.

Beverly Daniel English '68
graduated in May of 1992 from
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JoAnne M. Westerheide '74
attended the Suzuki Piano Basics
International Workshop in
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Sacramento, Calif., in February.
The workshop was conducted by
the co-author of the Suzuki Piano
Method, Dr. Haruko Kataoka. She
has studied with Dr. Kataoka since
1989 and directs a piano studio in
north St. Louis county.

1980s
Irene V. Douros '81 has passed the
Missouri Bar Exam and is app lying
to take the Illinois Bar Exqm.
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Theresa Vossmeyer '89 is working
on her master's of fine arts at
Arizona State. She will graduate
'in May.

1990s
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Virgil Griffin '90 has retired from
McDonnell Aircraft Co. He is
working on the design and development of computer-based learning
systems.
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Emily C. Aschinger '91 has been
published in the winter 1993
edition of the University of
Missouri -- Kansas C ity Law Review. Her article was entitled "The
Selling of the Perfect Breas t:
Silicone, Surgeons and Strict
Liab ility." Aschinger is a second
year law student at UMKC.
Maureen Missimore '91 is working
for Fontbonne OPTIONS as the
site-coordinator at McDonnell
Douglas.
Meredith Hanley '92 can be heard
in St. Louis on KEZK Soft Rock
102.5 as the morning show traffic
reporter. She also can be heard
reporting compu-traffic on W C BW,
KLPW and WPYT.

Corry Beth Kessel '92 is the
director of prospect research at
Barnes Hospital.

Marriages
Karen Pearson '84 and George J.
Newmann Jr. , Oct. 20, 1992.

Deaths
T he Fontbonne College Alumni
Association expresses sympathy to
the families of the following alumni
who died:

Joanne Poelker Loftus '72 and her
husband, Mike, announce the birth
of a son, Ryan Matthew.

Charlotte F. Hucke Wedler '37 ,
Bernadette Gibbons '39, Marian
Clark Clear '40, Mary Katherine
Tammany Dunlap '40, Mildred
Hahn Janock '41, Rita A. Boland
Laflin '42, Evelyn Marie Teznick,
CSJ '47, Margaret Delabar Began
'50, Marie Duchesne Casey, CSJ
'54, Mary E. Zepf Haegele '59,
Lorraine (Ethlereda) Crimmins,
CPPS '63, Sandra Hagedorn '65,
Catherine Marie Maher, CPPS '69
and Laverne Clerc Bock '71 .

Theresa K. Fitzgerald Fischer '83
and her husband celebrate the birth
of their second child, Julia
Kathleen.

The Alumni Associati on expresses
sympathy to the following alumni
on the death of an immediate
relative:

Karen Poell Paulson '83 and her
husband, A I, announce the birth of
their third child , Jennifer Marie.

Phyllis Bardenheier, CSJ '60
(mother), Eileen Wilms Buermann
'60 (mother), Shirley Sappington
Bussmann '48 (mother), Karen
Minshall Byington '89 (father) ,
Martha Brock Evans '67 (father),
Corky Hagemann Fennell '69
(husband), Theresa Rietman
Gretler '75 (father), Bonnie
Kuciejczuk '64 (father), Elouise
Laumann Lane '37 (husband),
Carol S. Lewis '92 (brother, Tim)
George Antoinette Vander Loop,
CSJ '61 (father) , Noreen Lynch
Petersen '58 (husband), Daphne
Ramirez '37 (mother), Marilyn
Sappington Sheridan '45 (mother)
and Mary Lee Walter '68 (father).

Shelley Ellmo ' 88 and Dan
Turnbull, Aug. 1, 1992.
Donna Hill '92 and Michael F.
Greenwood, November 1992.

Births

Wendy Wiese Carter '84 with her
husband, Chris, welcome the arr ival
of their second daughter, Margaret.
Maria Allen Halloran '86 and her
husband , Dave, proudly announce
the birth of their first child,
Brendan Patrick.
Joe Bathon '87 together with his
wife, Mary, ce lebrate the birth of
Katherine Elizabeth.
Jeffrey C. Kahlmeyer '90 and his
wife, Julie, welcome their son, Justin
Carl.
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